Draft minutes for BMS meeting 3.10.19
1. Welcome to all by President Roger Bragger. Two guests – R. Carver and R. Pugh.
2. Apologies: A. Bostock, C. Burns, P. Knight, C. Mellor-Hill, R.Painter, M.Platt, D.Rees,
K.Weston and P. Wilson.
3. Stats: T 23, M 12, D 7 and ONS 1.
4. No new members.
5. Matters arising previous meeting/Research questions/Library requests: None.
6. Functions/Visits: Gallipoli meeting 17.10.19 in Moseley [flyer already circulated
electronically].
Point of information and congratulations for President R. Bragger and members M. Harrison,
D. Rees and J. Scott who all won awards at the OMRS meeting in Nottingham last month.
7. Committee points: BMS table at the Mark Carter Medal Fair 27.10.19[Stratford -upon-Avon]
J.Carver not available so M. Harrrison now representing BMS with J. Scott, D. Seeney and C.
Davies.
OMRS Presidency vote – relevant [OMRS] members were reminded to vote as the poll would
be closing this weekend.
Medal Year Book [MYB] reminder – J. Scott has these available for those who’ve ordered
from him.
8. Tonight’s talk: Speaker Jim Carver was welcomed to give his talk ‘Dawkita 1897’ – In his
introduction, President Roger Bragger referred to a Zimbabwean article about Imperial and
Colonial medals which referred to the oppression of such campaigns and the medallic
symbolisation of the conquering armies with lions, elephants or winged victory figures – the
medals pictured included a DSO, DFC and AFC..!
9. Next Talk: 7.11.19 Drummond Lecture ‘One Hundred Years Post Versailles’ by Simon
Peaple.

‘Dawkita 1897 – The West African Rorke’s drift’ :
Jim Carver introduced his topic by asking members to reflect on heroic key engagements in
the history of our Armed Forces eg: ‘Rorke’s drift’ or the epic defence of ‘Frankfurt Trench’
by the Highland Light Infantry 1916 [See minutes of Miniconvention 21.7.19 Page 9].
‘Dawkita 1897’ is in this list of significant actions.

Jim discussed the ‘Scramble for Africa’ to contextualise the involvement of four nations,
namely Great Britain, Belgium, Germany and France, to claim the territories and resources of
Africa during the 19th Century.

Above left: Map of modern Ghana.
Above right: Line drawing map showing positions of Dawkita and Wa [upper left section of
the map].
Great Britain’s military involvement in the Gold Coast was predominantly in the tough
Ashanti campaigns of the 19th Century of 1873-1874 and the 1890’s. The former campaign
was fought in the difficult conditions of the tropical jungle when road and transport links
were being developed. The local tribespeople had considerable wealth and still practised
cannibalism.
The troops were supported by ‘Glover’s Hausas’ [Also known as ‘Lagos Hausas’]. Hausas
were local muslim people from the Northern Territories who were recruited into the militia
of the British Army especially derived from freed slaves. Sir John Hawley Glover CMG had
become Governor of Lagos Colony in 1861 [following its annexation] and developed this
recruitment in 1863 to protect the interests of the Royal Niger Company against the
Ashantis. Ghana was previously known as ‘Niger’.
The notable modern company ‘Unilever’ had taken over the ‘Royal Niger Company’ as a
subsidiary in the 1930’s taking over fully in the late 20th Century.
The reverse of the ‘Ashanti medal’ [1873-1874] medal was shown – It shows a fine depiction
of a jungle skirmish – the same reverse is to be found on the ‘Central Africa’ and ‘East and
West Africa‘ medals these being slightly different in that they have a thinner disc.

The Gold Coast Constabulary [GCC] were involved in the 1892 campaign against the ‘Jebu’
tribe – 150 qualified for the clasp ‘1892’ – there was one posthumous issue of to a native
casualty and only two overall were issued to casualties.

There had been campaigns against the Ashanti tribespeople from the 1830’s onwards. The
‘Ashanti Star’ is the medallic representation of the 4th Ashanti campaign. The capital
‘Kumassi’ had been raised by the British who’d also caused bad local feeling by imprisoning
their Kings and Royals. The Ashanti star was issued unnamed except in the case of the 2nd
Battalion The West Yorkshire Regiment whose Colonel had paid for their regiment’s medals
to be named.

Above left: Ashanti Star 1896 [Reverse].
Above centre: East and West Africa Medal clasp 1892 [Obverse and reverse].
Above right: Distinguished Conduct Medal [DCM - reverse and obverse].

Geography:
Dawkita was located in Cote d’Ivoire just over the western border of Ghana – The fort at
‘Wa’ was the closest military base although geographically, this was still some 40 miles
away.[Please see earlier maps].

Above left: A trio of Hausa sergeants all wearing Ashanti Stars so taken in 1896 or 1897
Above right: GCC soldier 1890.
The Dawkita Participants:
Francis Henderson Royal Navy [RN] – In 1874, he’d been a midshipman but had been
invalided from the service in 1884. Thereafter he became the A.D.C. to Governor Sir W.E.
Maxwell KCMG [Knight Commander of the Order of St. Michael and St. George] Governor of
the Gold Coast Colony. He’d been awarded the Ashanti Star in 1896 and, in 1897, he would
command and lead the small force to defend ‘Dawkita’.
George Ekem Ferguson – He was of a mixed race marriage – his mother being Ghanian.
Ferguson had been very well educated attending the Wesleyian Boys Grammar School in
Freetown, Sierra Leone. He had invaluable skills in several languages and was, thus, able to
negotiate in disputes; He was genuinely multitalented being educated and knowledgeable
about local resources [eg gold and materials] and was also involved in surveying, production
of maps, design and build of road and railway links.

Above: George Ekem Ferguson.

Lance Sergeant-Major Mama Gimalah – He was originally from Timbucktu some
considerable distance from the Gold Coast and had been awarded the DCM 21.9.1889 – He
was one of the original intake of the GCC with the very low regimental number of ‘63’ – he
was a Hausa and would eventually become a native Officer.
7000 ‘sofa’ slave soldiers – A ‘Sofa’ was the name given to slave soldiers of Emperor Almamy
Samori Toure founder of the ‘Wassoulou Empire’.

Above: Emperor Almamy Samori Toure of the Wassoulou Empire.
British Forces were established in the coastal areas but not particularly inland.
Samori Toure’s invasion tactic used by the sofas was ‘kill all the men and enslave the
women’. The British Empire’s methods were to try to get local agreements and local treaties
with specific exclusions of cannibalism and slave trading.
In March,1897, the Sofa army was in the eastern part of Cote d’Ivoire and becoming short of
food – the presence of the British forces at Dawkita obstructed the Sofas’ foraging for food
around the Volta river. The defences to Dawkita were prepared as the Sofa army was on the
march. The British prepared to defend three compounds from seven foot high buildings
[each with a 3 foot parapet] – the bush was cleared for 150 yards from the compounds.
Ammunition was low so picked marksmen were put on the compound rooves with 120
rounds per man.
The 7000 Sofa troops were supplemented by 400 troops on horseback and before long had
claimed the water supply. The Sofas commenced heavy rifle fire for 1-2 days. They sent a
message to British forces suggesting they withdraw. The Sofas had, in fact, sustained heavy
losses too [some 400 casualties]. The British were forced to retreat to a single compound as
the others [only seventy-five yards distant] had been occupied by the Sofas and set on fire.
After the fourth night, the British, as they were critically low on water and ammunition, had
already decided on a night-time withdrawal to retire to Wa and would await reinforcements
anyway. The GCC had two KIA and eight wounded at Dawkita – the wounded included
George Ferguson who’d had a bullet wound to the leg.

The sofas were disinclined to night fighting so a planned withdrawal at night-time was
tactically important. Forty miles of march was intended through dense jungle and at night.
They met up with Captain Kramer’s reinforcement column of fifty men and one gun from the
fort at Wa.

Subsequent action after returning to Wa – the Sofa Army quickly caught up and surrounded
Wa to recommence hostilities. The British at Wa were now in the same predicament as they
had been at Dawkita – heavily outnumbered and again surrounded. Henderson decided a
plan with his fellow Officers which was for him to try to negotiate a ceasefire directly with
the enemy – this was indeed considered a high risk near suicidal mission.

Contingency plans were agreed with Captain Kramer at Wa should Henderson be detained.

During the retreat to Wa, Ferguson, who’d sustained the leg injury, had been abandoned in
the jungle. Some Sofa soldiers found, attacked, killed and beheaded him. The severed head
was brought to the Sofa encampment and shown to Henderson. The loss of his personal
friend was deeply felt by Henderson.

Later, Francis Henderson was obliged to travel to meet Almamy Samori Toure. When they
met, Henderson greeted him with a handshake and not by kneeling. Henderson then
reviewed the Sofa troops and eventually was allowed to leave for Kumassi. By now, he was
ill with dysentery.

The Medal roll for Dawkita 1897:

There are 41 names for the clasp ‘Dawkita 1897’ which was only issued to survivors. In 1909,
a further 50 were awarded – These were unnamed medals awarded to members of the relief
party.

Henderson is the only white recipient of the East and West Africa medal with the clasp
‘Dawkita 1897’. For his gallant services in the defence of Dawkita and subsequent actions, he
was awarded the Distinguished Service Order [DSO]. The Order of St. Michael and St. George
[CMG] was to follow in 1902 when he was Acting Chief Commissioner of Ashanti. In WWI, he
was to serve in Naval Intelligence at the Admiralty and he was also a Fellow of the Royal
Geographic Society [RGS].

Above: The miniatures of Lt F. Henderson RN – Left to Right: CMG, DSO, Ashanti Star, East
and West Africa medal [clasps Dawkita 1897 and 1897-98] British War Medal [BWM] and
Coronation Medal 1911. Note BWM issued for Naval Service despite not leaving Great
Britain [See BMS April 2018 minutes John Scott talk ‘100th Anniversary of the RAF’ P3].
Photograph courtesy of C Mellor-Hill.

There were two Mentioned-in-Dispatches [MID].

Emporer Almamy Samori Toure tried to form an alliance with the Ashanti but was defeated,
dying in captivity in 1900. His Great-Grandson Sekou Toure [b.1922 d.1984] was to become
the first President of Guinea in 1958.

Shown below is the pair to Zakare Zozo comprising Ashanti Star and 3 clasp East and West
Africa Medal [clasps 1892, Dawkita 1897 and 1897-98].

Above: Pair to Private Zakare Zoza [obverse and reverse]

Above: Part of the Dawkita medal roll confirming Zakare Zozo medal entitlement.

Above: Unnamed trio of Ashanti Star, East and West Africa medal obverse [clasp Dawkita
1897] and Ashanti Medal 1900 obverse [clasp Kumassi].

Above: Photograph of the Veterans Reunion of the GCC regiment 31yrs later[in 1928].

Annotations with this Veterans’ photograph 1928 discuss that, on the day of the
photograph, they were fitted in the uniform of the rank in which they’d left the regiment
and those who still had them, were wearing the medals to which they were entitled.
It was noted that some are wearing Ashanti Stars with Ashanti medals [presumed with bar
Kumassi] after the Star but some are wearing their East and West Africa medals before the
Ashanti Star presumably for campaigns before 1896.

Comparison with Rorke’s Drift [Zulu War 1879]:
British - 122 defenders at Rorke’s Drift. Defended for 12 hours. Dry weather. Outnumbered
15:1 .British 13 KIA - 300 Zulus KIA approximately.

British 43 defenders at Dawkita for 4 days and nights then a 40 mile retreat at night – British
2 KIA and 8 wounded. Outnumbered 175:1. 400 Sofas KIA approximately.

Other medals shown: An East and West Africa medal [bars 1892 and 1897-1898] and a 5 bar
Queens South Africa Medal [QSA] to Lance Sergeant C. Clement. This was one of only three
issued to the Camerons – Clements was attached to the North Nigeria Regiment.

Above left: Obverse of Sergeant Clement’s East and West Africa Medal and 5 bar QSA [Bars Cape Colony, Johannesburg, Diamond Hill, Wittebergen and South Africa 1901].
Above right: Reverse of Clement’s pair.

President Roger Bragger thanked our speaker and contributors for what had been an
extremely interesting, enlightening presentation on one of the less well-known epic actions
in British military history.
My thanks to Jim Carver for the use of his powerpoint presentation and Chris Mellor-Hill
whose maps and medals group photos I’ve also used.
Please accept my usual apologies for any errors or omissions in this summary.
Typed 23-25.10.19
C.M.Davies
BMS secretary

